Video Editing Scenes Rubric
Student Name ___________________________________________
Category
Required
Elements

Scene
Description

Tool
Evaluation

Effective Use
of the Tool /
App

Mechanics

Redo for
Mastery

Approaching
Mastery

Mastery

The scene does
not match the
Movie Trailer
Storyboard or is
too confusing to
follow.

The scene rarely
The scene for the most
matches the storyboard part supports the details
details. Some of the
in the storyboard, but a
details are unclear and/orfew parts may be unclear
inaccurate.
or need more details.

The description is
inaccurate and
incomplete.
Readers are
unclear what is
happening.

The description
describes the action
accurately, but parts are
unclear for readers.

The evaluation is
too brief and does
not show deep
analysis of the
tool.

The evaluation describes The description describes
the tool features, but
the tool features
parts are unclear and/or accurately, but more
inaccurate.
details are needed and/or
parts are unclear.

The author does
not use a tool or
app approved by
an instructor.

The description describes
the scene accurately, but
a few minor details are
needed.

The author uses a tool or The author uses a tool or
app approved by an
app approved by an
instructor. The
instructor. The storyboard
storyboard shows major showcases a few features
problems with the use of of the tool/app but a little
the features of the
more practice with the
tool/app. More practice tool/app is needed.
is needed.
The assignment The assignment has
The assignment has 2 to
3 grammar and spelling
has several
more than 4 grammar
grammar and
and spelling errors in the errors in the
database/storyboard.
spelling errors that database/storyboard.
make the
database/
storyboard nearly
unreadable.

Above Mastery
The author creates a
scene that displays the
details in the Movie
Trailer Storyboard
creatively and
accurately. The reader is
engaged and follows
along easily.
The description is
complete,
comprehensive, and
correct. Readers have a
clear understanding of
what is taking place in
the scene.
The tool evaluation is
complete,
comprehensive, and
correct. It includes likes,
recommended
improvements, ease of
use, safety/
appropriateness for
students, and if the
author would use with
students.
The author creates a
storyboard that
showcases various
features of the tool or
app in an engaging way.
The author uses a tool or
app approved by an
instructor.
Both the storyboard and
the database are free of
grammar and spelling
errors.

